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Abstract
We propose to consider a multi-level representation from a multi-modeling point of view. We define a framework to better
specify the concepts used in multi-level modeling and their relationships. This framework is implemented through the
AA4MM meta-model, which benefits from a middleware layer. This meta-model uses the multi-agent paradigm to consider a
multi-model as a society of interacting models. We extend this meta-model to consider multi-level modeling and present a
proof of concept of a collective motion example where we show the ability of this approach to rapidly change from one
pattern of interaction to another one by reusing some of the meta-model’s components.
Keywords: multi-level, multi-model, multi-agent, collective motion.
1.

INTRODUCTION

In this article, we are interested in the design of complex systems. Simulation is an important tool for the study of such
systems because it allows testing different alternatives and different scenarios while limiting experimentation costs.
Complex systems naturally involve at least two levels of representation: local and collective. The former corresponds to the
micro level while the latter corresponds to the macro level of the phenomenon.
Let us consider the example of pedestrians walking in a street. At the micro level, each of them moves individually,
according to his/her personal goal, but the trajectory he/she takes is influenced by other pedestrians’ behaviors. When these
pedestrians evolve and interact at micro level, they can form a collective motion phenomenon of a crowd at macro level. This
macro structure can be considered in its own with its proper attributes (common goal, average density, speed) and behaviors
(Musse 1997). In fact, when describing this phenomenon, one can consider both levels: the micro level (pedestrians walking
in the street) or the macro level (crowd or groups formation, extinction, evolution and interaction between macro level
entities).
In order to study such phenomena (with individual and collective representations), multi-level modeling is a good approach
as it explicitly represents these different levels. In this perspective, the different levels can coexist and influence each other.
This multi-level approach could be used, for instance, when there is a lack of expressiveness of one level and a second one is
needed; when available data explicitly refers to different levels of representation; or when the modeling question is explicitly
to study the mutual influences between levels whose dynamics have to be coupled.
Each level of description may correspond to a model. In that case, we propose to consider a multi-level representation with a
multi-modeling point of view. The question becomes how to integrate these models, which may describe the phenomenon at
different spatial and/or temporal scales and possibly with different formalisms. Such integration isn’t trivial as it underlies
issues about the consistency of the resulting representation like: How to manage the different formalisms? How to have a
sufficiently rigorous multi-modeling process to guarantee some validity of the obtained multi-model? In case where the
models are already implemented in simulators the question is also: how to reuse the models with their simulators and make
them interoperate?
The AA4MM (Agents and Artifact for Multi Modeling) meta-model (Siebert 2010b) answers to this integration issue of
heterogeneous models and their simulators. It relies on a multi-agent perspective where each model is seen as an agent and
the interactions between agents correspond to data exchanges between models. The multi-model is seen as a multi-agent

system (MAS). Using a meta-model is a mean to bring some rigor in the modeling process by adding constraints in the multimodel’s design that prevent ill-formed models (in that sense our approach can be related to FURM (Ropella 2005)) and to
allow automating the generation and evaluation of a multi-model.
In the next part, we present different facets of multi-level modeling that involve different kind of interactions between levels
and that corresponds to different modeling objectives. Based on similarities between them, we propose a generic framework
for multi-level dynamics coupling. We detail the implementation of this framework in the AA4MM meta-model. As multilevel representation were not included in AA4MM’s original specifications we explain how AA4MM is extended to multilevel modeling with constraints specific to that kind of representation. Finally, we present our approach’s advantages through
the implementation of variations of a multi-level modeled collective motion phenomenon.
2.

MULTI-LEVEL REPRESENTATIONS

In this section, we present different approaches (Section 2.1) and different examples (Section 2.2) of multi-level
representations in order to show the different facets of the multi-level modeling. We present then a framework describing in a
generic way some of these approaches.
2.1 Different approaches of multi-level modeling
Different approaches of multi-level modeling exist depending on the relation between the levels and the level-changing
policies. Each of them answers to different representational need.
Multi-resolution modeling (MRM) is a model, or a family of models managing several levels of resolution (Davis 1993). A
level is said to be at low resolution when it represents the phenomenon with a coarse description (with respect to a high
resolution level).
Different kinds of MRM can be considered. In a selective viewing model, the simulation takes place only at the highresolution level for precision need. The low-resolution level is obtained a posteriori for presentation or data analysis purpose.
(Klir 2004).
In the aggregation-disaggregation approach, two kinds of entities are considered: the High Resolution Entity (HRE), which
corresponds to a micro representation of the phenomenon and the Low Resolution Entity (LRE), which corresponds to a
macro representation. Here an entity is only represented at one level of resolution at a time. Aggregation (from HRE to LRE)
and Disaggregation (from LRE to HRE) operations are used in order to change of level of resolution. The policy for level
changing is determined by the separation of the global modeled space into different areas called play-box. Entities inside a
play-box are all represented at the same level of resolution. Aggregation-Disaggregation operations are also used to put
entities interacting together at the same levels of resolution.
In a concurrent representation model, the different levels of resolution are concurrently maintained and can influence each
other. Here an entity is simultaneously represented at different levels and is called a Multi-Resolution Entity (MRE)
(Natrajan 1995). The MRE uses a mapping function in order to translate from one level to another (Reynolds 1997). The
interest of such approach is that it is possible to study the mutual influences between levels.
In a holonic multi-agent system (Rodriguez 2007), agents organize themselves into holons that can then group themself into
holon (a super-holon) according to pre-defined criteria that can be based for instance on simulation performance (Demange
2012). The advantage of such approach is that, despite the previous approaches represent the relationships between different
levels of resolution, the holonic approach focuses on the formation/separation of higher-level structures.
2.2 Some examples of multi-level modeling
In the simulation of the evacuation of Nha Trang City (Vo 2012), the major issue is to deal with a huge number of citizen
agents evolving on the roads, which considerably slows down the simulation. To increase simulation’s performance, roads
are divided into two kinds of patches: crossroad patches, and segments of the road patches. In the former, citizen agents are
simulated individually while the later used a macro model of pedestrian flow in order to simulate their moves. Each patches is
represented by a road agent. An organizational meta-model for multi-scale modeling is used in order to ensure transitions

between patches. Road agents use “capture” and “release” operations on citizen agents. A road agent manages execution of
all of its captured citizen agents. A captured citizen doesn’t have an autonomous behavior anymore. When a citizen agent is
released by a road agent, it recovers its autonomous behavior. A road agent captures citizens when they reach the segments of
the road patch’s borders. Then, captured citizens are considered as pedestrians in the macro model of pedestrian flow. Road
patches determine the movements of captured citizens according to the macro model, and releases them when they exit
patches’ borders.
In the 3D real-time multi-agent pedestrians simulation of (Gaud 2008), the major issue is to deal with computation cost in
order to ensure an acceptable performance for the 3D visualization of the simulation while managing a large number of
agents. The solution is to dynamically change the level of description in order to have the best trade-off between the accuracy
of the simulation and the computation performance. A holonic model is used in order to organize and dynamically change the
level of description. Then, in a low level of the holarchy, perceptions and actions of pedestrian holons are aggregated in a
pedestrian super holon. Physics based indicators are used in order to determine whether pedestrians should be grouped or
considered individually.
In SIMPOP3 (Gil-Quijano 2010), a micro model SIMPOPNano, describing the evolution of a city, is coupled with a
mesoscopic model, SIMPOP2, describing the evolution of a system of cities in order to study their mutual interactions. The
challenge here is to ensure an ontological translation between levels: the concepts of urban function (from macro to micro)
and spatial efficiency (from micro to macro) are used to ensure the passage from a level to another.
In simulBogota (Gil-Quijano 2010), the challenge is to model the evolution of the city of Bogotá when having a lack of
information on the behaviors of basic entities (household and housing). In order to deal with this issue, mesoscopic entities
are considered (household and housing groups) with an arbitrary defined behavior. Then, groups are dynamically detected
and reified at mesoscopic level at each simulation step using an automated classification mechanism of the micro entities.
When reified, household groups share housing with an auction mechanism and the micro population evolves based on global
rules.
In (El Hmam 2006), the hybrid traffic flow approach is to jointly use macroscopic and microscopic models of a traffic flow in
order to take advantage of each kind of representation. The space is divided into several areas that are not modeled at the
same level. A macro model describing in a global and aggregated way the phenomenon is used for areas that don’t necessitate
a high level of detail. At the opposite, areas where the traffic flow is more subject to abrupt changes are represented by a
micro (multi-agent) model. The challenge here is to ensure transition between models that are not of the same nature,
between agents and aggregated values. An upward agent (from micro to macro) and a downward one (from macro to micro)
are defined to fill these roles.
All these examples use two models to describe the same phenomenon at different levels of representation (micro and macro)
and mapping functions to translate a state from one level to another (Natrajan 1995). They can be related to the problem of
multi-perspective modeling where each sub-model of the multi-model represents a perspective of the phenomenon (here a
macro and a micro perspective) (Yilmaz 2007). In order to reconcile these different perspectives a bridge model can be used
(Seck 2012). This bridge model links the different perspectives as it represents how the modeled entities are related in the
different models. Therefore, the bridge model can be in charge of the interactions between these perspectives as it makes
conceptual translations between them by transforming the exchanged data between the models.
However, the nature of relationships between levels don’t convey the same constraints. The approaches or examples have to
be considered separately according to the kind of representation of one state of the phenomenon. Some of them (concurrent
representation, selective viewing) represent simultaneously the same states at two levels of representation whereas others
(aggregation-disaggregation, holonic) consider only one level of representation at a time.
2.3 A framework for multi-level modeling
The framework we propose is a rephrasing of (Bourgine 2008). It makes explicit the relationships between the two levels
(micro and macro). This framework explicitly represents all features common to the multi-level modeling cases we described
in previous sections. In this article we specify how to implement it in order to consider simultaneously two levels of
representation.

When representing an upward relationship (e.g. pedestrians are forming groups), we consider the following elements (see
Figure 1):
•
Xt is the set of information describing the state of the target system at time t at micro level.
•
Yt’ is the set of information describing the state of the target system at time t’ at macro level. As the macro level is a
coarser description of the target system than the micro one, we can state:
(1) card(Yt’) < card(Xt).
•
f is a function describing the micro dynamics. It specifies how to pass from Xt to Xt+dt.
•
g is a function describing the macro dynamics. It specifies how to pass from Yt’ to Yt’+dt’.
•
u is an upward function of integration of Xt ensuring the passage to Yt’. According to constraint (1), it does an
aggregation of information describing the phenomenon. This function fills the role of a bridge model as it is a
translator between two perspectives of a phenomenon (micro and macro views).
Time representations at macro and micro levels are respectively t and t’. This means that the simulations may a priori have
different execution policies or time steps. By using two notations, we explicitly ask the question of time correspondence
between models. This means that u has also to manage the temporal mapping between levels.

Figure 1. Upward relationship between levels of representation and temporal evolution of the phenomenon.
When representing macro dynamics having an influence on the micro one (e.g. groups influence pedestrians), it is needed to
add a new relationship (see Figure 2):
• d is a downward function ensuring the translation of Yt’ in terms of influences on f, and f has to integrate this
influence. Then the arity of f changes as this function takes two arguments: the micro states of the phenomenon (Xt)
and the macro influences (d(Yt’)). According to the (1) constraint, d does an augmentation of information. As u, d is
also in charge of the temporal mapping between levels. This function can also be considered as a bridge model.

Figure 2. Upward and downward relationships between levels of representation and temporal evolution of the phenomenon.
This way of representing the different levels is sufficiently generic to be mapped with some of the cases of section 2.2.
Indeed, the different elements are expressed in a generic way and then can describe several multi-level modeling example.
Table 1 illustrates how this framework can be mapped on some of the previous cases.

Table 1. Description of some multi-level modeling cases through our framework.
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Moreover, as the framework is modular, it can be adaptated to different approaches of Section 2.1. (see Figure 3).

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3. Different configurations of the framework. (a) A simple upward relationships corresponding to a selective viewing
modeling. (b) A concurrent representation case (without macro dynamics) (c) A concurrent representation case with macro
dynamics.
One can note here that our definition of multi-level coupling can’t describe for example direct interactions between entities
represented at different levels and approaches considering only one level of representation at a time. The models coupling
doesn’t have the same semantic for these cases and specifications have to be defined at the conceptual level in order to keep a
rigorous modelling process.
If our framework seems to fit these cases in the realm of discourse, we have to investigate further with a concrete
implementation. The next section describes how this framework can be instantiated with the AA4MM meta-model.
3.

The AA4MM meta-model

3.1 The AA4MM’s modeling paradigm
AA4MM (Siebert 2010b) considers a complex phenomenon as a set of interacting event-based models. It relies on the multiagent paradigm: each model corresponds to an agent that is associated with its simulator, and the interactions are instantiated
by artifacts (Ricci 2007). The global dynamics of the phenomenon is simulated thanks to the interactions between the models.
Originality toward other multi-model approaches is to consider interactions in an indirect way, supported by an environment,
and then to explicitly model the sharing of information between models.

The multi-agent paradigm richness of expression offers two advantages here:
• It is sufficiently flexible in term of representation, to be transposed to a multi-modeling point of view.
• The diversity of concepts (Agent & Artifact (Ricci 2007), Organization, Role (Ferber 1998)) is useful to convey the
diversity of multi-modeling (Yilmaz 2004).
The AA4MM’s modeling paradigm manages and links the two kinds of dynamics of a multi-model:
• The models’ dynamics: It relies on the execution of the simulators implementing each model.
• The multi-model dynamics: the co-evolution of the different models. This dynamics is made explicit thanks to the
behavior of the agents associated with each model.
This two dynamics organization allows reusing previously independent models while keeping the simulators they are
implemented in, with only a small number of modifications to make.
This paradigm is formalized by the AA4MM’s meta-model. The advantage of a meta-model for multi-modeling is that it
allows directly manipulating the meta-modeling’s concepts. These concepts have semantics that put constraints on the design
process preventing the creation of ill-formed multi-model (Sprinkle 2010; Cetinkaya 2010). Moreover when these concepts
have operational specifications, they can be then translated in executable software. This meta-modeling approach allows
passing from the rigorous design of a multi-model to its implementation as a middleware with a clear separation of the
different levels of question. In the next section, we detail the meta-models’ concepts.
3.2 Concepts of the meta-model.
AA4MM relies on three concepts to describe a multi-model:
•
The m-agent manages a model and is in charge of interactions of this model with the other ones (Symbol in figure
4a),
•
Each of these interactions (between m-agents) is reified by a coupling artifact (Symbol in figure 4b),
•
Finally, the interface artifact reifies interactions between a m-agent and its model (Symbol in figure 4c),

(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4. Symbols of the AA4MM components (a) m-agent, (b) coupling artifact, (c) interface artifact and its model m.
A m-agent’s behavior corresponds to the cycle:
•
Read data from the coupling artifact,
•
Update the individual characteristics and execute one time step of its model via the interface artifact,
•
Write data to the coupling artifact,
A coupling artifact proposes three functions :
• write : a m-agent managing a model m1 writes data i1 to be transferred. i1 is a list of values, for example pedestrians’
positions in a model,
• transform (scaling operation for example) : it changes i1 data into transformed data i1*,
• read : a m-agent reads transformed data i1*,
The coupling artifact has a direction, its functioning is illustrated by Figure 5.

Figure 5. The three functions of the coupling artifacts.

An interface artifact contains primitives allowing manipulation of its simulator. It allows the following operations on the
model: initialization, updating of the individual characteristics, execution for a time step and collecting information about
individuals.
AA4MM relies on operational specifications and proved algorithms related to temporal coherence between models which
allow implementing the multi-model and simulating it with only a selected number of functions specific to the application to
define. Conceptual proofs of this approach with the coupling of Netlogo simulators have been done (Siebert 2011). We
applied AA4MM to study the mutual influences between mobility models and routing algorithms in mobile ad-hoc networks
(Leclerc 2010).
The original AA4MM’s concepts have specifications for a structural coupling of models (Siebert 2010b). The structural
coupling is defined as the evolution of a constant number of entities simultaneously involved in several dynamics, each
dynamics being managed by a model. AA4MM manages the evolution of the entities’ attributes.
In the following, we describe the implementation of a multi-model with AA4MM (Section 3.3) and how we extend the
original specifications to implement multi-level coupling (Section 3.4).
3.3 Implementation of a multi-model in AA4MM
When implementing a multi-model with AA4MM we make the hypothesis that there are pre-existing simulators
implementing each sub-model. In the following, we suppose a multi-model composed of two models m1 and m2 implemented
respectively by two different simulators sim1 and sim2.
The preexisting AA4MM middleware consists of:
• The m-agent behavior corresponding to a proved multi-simulation algorithm.
• The coupling artifact.
In order to operationalize the multi-model, the interface artifacts have to be defined. Each simulator needs a specific interface
artifact.
Features specific to the application have also to be defined:
• The data types of the application: the data exchanged between the m-agents (through the coupling artifacts) and the
data to be collected from and injected in each simulator.
• Transformation functions between simulators (for example matching time and spatial dimensions). The proved
algorithm of AA4MM needs these functions to ensure the consistency between the simulators’ executions.
Figure 6 describes the coupling of two models (m1 and m2) implemented respectively with the simulators sim1 and sim2.
Starting with an interaction graph between models (Figure 6a), a first step is to build its equivalent with the AA4MM metamodel (Figure 6b).

(a)
(b)
Figure 6. (a) Interaction graph between models m1 and m2, (b) AA4MM corresponding meta-model diagram.
The meta-model implementation starts from existing elements: the AA4MM middleware and the two simulators (Figure 7).

Figure 7. The starting components: the models (here m1 and m2) implemented in their simulators (here sim1 and sim2), the magents and the coupling artifacts.
They have to be completed with an interface artifact for each simulation software, with data types and dimensions matching
functions between models (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Features specific to the application: data types and the interface artifacts specific to a simulator.
Figure 9 shows the complete implementation of a multi-model with AA4MM.

Figure 9. The complete implementation of a multi-model with AA4MM. Each little grey square represents a data type to be
defined.
3.4 Multi-level within AA4MM
The framework for multi-level representation presented in section 2.3 is instantiated as follows in the AA4MM’s metamodel. As described above, several steps are needed to create a multi-model with AA4MM.
The first step is to define the interaction graph between models where the exchanged data are specified. In our case, each
level is associated with a model (m for micro and M for macro). The interactions are the upward relation from micro to macro
(u) and the downward relation from macro to micro (d) (see Figure 10a).

(a)
(b)
Figure 10. Multi-level within AA4MM. (a) Graph of relations between models. (b) The corresponding AA4MM diagram of
multi-level representation.
The next step is to describe this graph with the concepts of AA4MM. Each model is associated with a m-agent and an
interface artifact. The Am m-agent manages the micro model and the AM m-agent manages the macro model. Each relation
between models corresponds to a coupling artifact between the m-agents (Figure 10b). We define upward and downward
artifacts in order to represent the same named functions. The upward artifact (resp. downward) receives data from the Am
(resp. AM) m-agent; these data are modified by the upward (resp. downward) function and send to AM (resp. Am).
We extended the original AA4MM’s specifications in order to develop the corresponding middleware for multi-level
modeling. Therefore, we added constraints specific to multi-level representation in respect of the original AA4MM’s
hypothesis allowing enabling the deployment and implementation of a multi-level model.
The upward and downward functions of our multi-level framework (Section 2.3) are respectively implemented by the
transformation functions of the upward and downward artifact with the following new specifications. In a structural coupling
between two models, i and i* are lists of values of the same length, therefore length(i) = length(i*). In a upward relations,
there is reduction of information, and therefore length(im) > length(im*). For example, i corresponds to pedestrians and i*
corresponds to groups of pedestrians. Similarly, the downward relation d is such that length(im) < length(im*).
Moreover, to represent the appearance and disappearance of macro entities in a multi-level modeling, we extend the m-agent
specifications in order to allow creation and suppression of entities in addition of the updating operation.
An advantage of this framework’s instantiation is that, as each conceptual elements of the framework is instantiated by one
AA4MM’s component, we can use the modularity of the framework in the AA4MM’s meta-model in order to rapidly
implement the different configurations of Fig.3. This point is developed in the following section.
4.

PROOF OF CONCEPTS

In this section, we illustrate through a collective motion example how to implement different patterns of interactions between
levels.
The micro level corresponds to moving entities. The micro dynamics corresponds to the flocking model of Netlogo
(Wilensky 1998). A micro entity is defined by an identifier, a position, an orientation and a color. Its behavior (Reynolds
1987) is determined by three rules: cohere, align and separate toward other micro entities. The micro entities move at
constant speed and have initially the same color that remains unchanged during movements.
The macro level corresponds to moving groups. A group is defined as a set of "close enough" micro entities with similar
orientations. In the macro model, a group has an identifier, a position, an orientation, a size and a color (different for each
group). We arbitrarily define the group behavior by three rules: cohere, align and separate toward other macro entities (the
same as the ones from micro level).
In the experiments, the f and g functions are each implemented by a Netlogo instance simulating the dynamics. The
advantage of the AA4MM meta-model here is that, as an interface artifact is specific to a simulator, we only had to define
once the interface artifact for all the following cases.
For sake of clarity, we describe multi-level modeling where spatial scale is the same at the micro and macro levels. Details
for the management of heterogeneous spatial and temporal scales with AA4MM can be found in (Siebert 2010b).

In the next parts, we implement different patterns of interactions between these two levels. Each pattern is expressed in a
generic way as a graph using the functions u, d, f, g. Based on this graph, the corresponding AA4MM diagram is
systematically described. Then, the software implementation of this graph is performed thanks to the AA4MM middleware in
which we add the domain specific functions.
In section 4.1, we describe how the micro level dynamics influences the macro level: groups form, move and separate
according to micro entities configurations (corresponding to the framework’s configuration of Fig. 3a).
In section 4.2, we add an influence from the macro level to the micro one: groups determine the color of their composing
entities (corresponding to the framework’s configuration of Fig. 3b).
In section 4.3, we introduce mutual influences between the macro and micro levels: micro entities form groups (as
previously) but groups have their own behavior and impose their movement to their composing entities (corresponding to the
framework’s configuration of Fig. 3d).
In section 4.4, contrarily to three previous examples, the models don’t have the same time scale: one time step at the macro
level equals four time steps at the micro one.
In section 5, we discuss what are the advantages of this modular approach for the study of multi-level phenomena.
4.1 Micro dynamics and upward relationship
The first example is a selective viewing case (corresponding to the framework’s configuration of Fig. 3a), where we want to
study the formation/separation of groups over time.
Micro entities (X) move (f) and form groups. X and f correspond to a Netlogo instance. An interpretation function u detects
groups. It transforms micro entities (X) into groups (Y). Since groups haven’t their own behaviors at the macro level, we only
need to represent the different states of the macro level but not their evolution: we don't need a simulator instance. Figure 11a
shows the corresponding diagram of relations between the levels in our framework.

(a)
(b)
Figure 11. A simple upward relation case. (a) Graph of relation between levels of representation and temporal evolution (b)
The corresponding multi-level coupling in AA4MM.
Each level corresponds to a m-agent (Figure 11b). Am manages the micro model m in order to simulate the micro dynamics
thanks to a Netlogo instance.

Figure 12. An example of use: studying the number of groups detected in a flocking phenomenon according to simulation
time (average over hundred simulations). Error bars indicate standard deviation.
The upward function is implemented as a cluster identification algorithm (Ankerst 1999). It transforms, at each time step, a
list of individuals' position and orientation into groups. This function takes two parameters: proximity and orientation
thresholds.
At macro level, AM collects the number of groups detected by the upward artifact at each time step. This way, we can study
the evolution of the number of groups as a function of time (Figure 12).
4.2 Micro dynamics, upward and downward relationships
In order to visually identify what are the entities that compose the detected groups, we assign different colors to the micro
entities according to the group they belong to. The macro entities have now an influence on the micro level.
Similarly to section 4, micro entities (X) move (f) and form groups. These groups are detected (Y) with an upward function
(u). As the macro level has an influence on the micro level, a downward function (d) is required. The corresponding diagram
of relations between the levels of representation and the temporal evolution of the phenomenon can be seen in Figure 13a.
AM receives data on detected groups from the upward artifact. It assigns each detected group to a color and provides a list of
groups and colors to the downward artifact (Figure 13b).

(a)
(b)
Figure 13. A case of micro dynamics with upward and downward relations. (a) Graph of relation between levels of
representation and temporal evolution (b) The corresponding multi-level coupling.
The downward function is implemented in the downward artifact. It assigns groups’ color to their composing micro entities
and makes this information available to Am, which changes the color of the micro entities accordingly (Figure 14).

Figure 14. An example of use: visualization of groups on a snapshot of micro level with colors.
4.3 Micro and macro dynamics, with upward and downward relationships.
We want to model simultaneously the macro and micro dynamics. The micro entities and the groups have their own
behaviors, but when a micro entity belongs to a group, the macro dynamics determines its movement: a micro entity moves
with the same vector and has the same orientation as its group. If a micro entity is not in a group, its behavior is the same as
in section 4.1 and 4.2.
As previously, micro entities (X) move (f) and form groups. These groups are detected with an upward function (u). The
detected groups are reified (Y) and move (g). Y and g are implemented by another NetLogo simulator. d is an interpretation
function of groups’ mouvements. It transforms Y (movements of groups) to X (movements of entities belonging to groups).
The corresponding diagram of relations between the levels of representation and the temporal evolution of the phenomenon
can be seen in Figure 15a. Figure 15b is the corresponding representation in the AA4MM meta-model.

(a)
(b)
Figure 15. A case of micro dynamics, macro dynamics, upward and downward relations. (a) Graph of relations between
levels of representation and temporal evolution (b) Corresponding multi-level coupling.
Am manages the micro model m and simulates its dynamics.
The upward function of section 4.1 and 4.2 is extended. It sets detected groups’ attributes by aggregating micro data as
follow: position is the gravity center of the micro cluster, orientation corresponds to the average direction of its constituent
micro entities and size refers to the dispersion.
AM manages the macro model M and its dynamics. It receives detected groups from the upward artifact and adds, removes or
updates them in M, executes one step of simulation, collects data and sends group’s vectors and orientation to the downward
artifact.
The downward function transforms groups’ movements into entities’ movements. It is implemented in the transformation
function of the downward artifact.
Am receives from this artifact the movements of some entities (those that belong to a group). It modifies the states of these
entities accordingly. For the entities not belonging to a group, it asks for a simulation step in order to update their states.
Figure 16 is a snapshot of the multi-model execution. Figure 17 shows an example of use of this pattern of interactions.

Figure 16. Snapshot of the multi-model execution in a micro and macro dynamics, with upward and downward relationships
case. (left: micro level, right: macro level)

Figure 17. An example of use : study the groups’ crossing at micro (left) and macro (right) levels.
4.4 Different time scales.
In this section we describe how AA4MM’s framework manages different temporal scales between the two simulators. In this
case, one macro simulator’s time step corresponds to four micro simulator’s time steps. This difference of temporal scale
implies that, for the same simulation time period, while the macro model produces one data, the micro model produces four
ones. Thanks to the modularity of AA4MM, only the downward artifact has to be changed when taking the previous
configurations back: the downward function linearly decomposes now groups’ movement vectors it received in four parts.
The AA4MM’s proved decentralized algorithm automatically managed the models synchronization in this case: only the last
of the four micro data received by the upward artifact is considered by the macro model.
5 Discussions
We can see with the different examples of use (Figure 12, 14 and 17) that our approach preserves the advantages of a multilevel representation. We can study the formation of higher-level structures (Figure 12), enhance the visualization of the
phenomenon (Figure 14), and make explicit new phenomenon, for instance group’s crossing (Figure 17).
This modular vision of multi-level modeling facilitates the study of the multi-level phenomenon. As levels’ relationships are
reified in an AA4MM multi-level coupling, we can test hypothesis about the level’s influences by comparing different multilevel representations of the same phenomenon. It is then possible to study the mutual influence of levels, for instance the
mutual influence of individuals and groups. As shown in section 4, we can rapidly switch from a pattern of interaction to
another with well-focused efforts. Figure 18 shows a comparison of the number of groups detected in simulations using
different level’s dynamics (described by Table 2) and influences.

Figure 18. Number of groups detected according to simulation time (average over hundred simulations) in different AA4MM
configuration. Error bars indicate standard deviation.
Models
m
M1
M2
M3

Cohere parameter
3
3
0
14,25

Align parameter
5
5
0
14,25

Separate parameter
1.50
1.50
10
0

Table 2. Values of the parameters of the different models being compared. m correspond to the micro model and Mi to
models of the macro dynamics.
The AA4MM’s advantages are also preserved with a multi-level coupling. Thanks the modular approach and a clear
separation of the different levels of questions, we can change the simulator implementing one model with only changing the
interface artifact. It is then possible to compare different implementations of the same model. AA4MM can also be the
support to an incremental modeling process as it is possible to test different versions of the same model and check their
interoperability in the multi-model.
6.

CONCLUSION

In this article, we proposed to consider a multi-level model as a multi-model. This approach relies on a multiagent vision of a
multi-model. We used the AA4MM meta-model to design and instantiate the multi-model.
We defined a framework that organizes the multi-level’s concepts and their relations. This framework specifies the patterns
of interaction between levels. We translated this framework into the AA4MM while respecting the semantic constraints
specific to the simultaneous representation of two levels.
As a proof of concept, we used a collective motion phenomenon to detail different kinds of multi-level representation.
Since we extended AA4MM, we can benefit of its advantages for multi-level representations (reuse of simulators, of meta
model component, ease to switch from one pattern to another, ...).

We limited to two simultaneaous levels in this article. In future works, two directions can be addressed: representing several
levels simultaneouly or representing a phenomenon with several levels but considering only one at a time.
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